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Howard Coram (pilot), John Lamb (navigator),
and spotters Jon Laird, Edie Ives receiving the
Master’s North American Trophy at the
2015 Comox SAREX from Brian Bishop
(centre, CASARA Newfoundland)

Article on Page 21.

What a great winter it has been for flying weather.
Spring has arrived early in most parts of the
province and training has a great start prior to the
busy summer SAR season. CASARA National has
supplied Synthetic Vision for ForeFlight. This will be
a great aid in the cockpit. Remember though, that
the pen on map is still the legally required document.
And if the electronics quit working, you will have no
problem in knowing where you are, as it should be.
If you have not already heard, we are working with
BCSARA for GSAR and RCMSAR to have a
memorial built on the Legislative grounds in
Victoria. The memorial will be at the back of the
parliament buildings in a beautiful garden setting
with a large tree in the area. The grounds will have a
dedication ceremony on April 28th. This memorial
Alton King, Director General
will honour eleven PEP Air members who have lost
PEP Air - CASARA
their lives while 'on duty'. We have called for invites
to come up with a memorial design (closing April
25th). If you want more information then email the committee chairman at
sarmemorial@bcsara.com. We hope to have the memorial in place later this year with
an unveiling date yet to be determined.
There has been a change in our Provincial Training Officer. Henry Ilg has stepped down
after completing a two year term and Kym Trask has been appointed to that position.
Kym will be travelling around the province doing field training and Evaluations to most
Zones in the next few months, so most of you will get a chance to meet him. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Henry for a job well done and know he will be
continuing as the AAD for Boundary Bay in the SW Zone.
I would like to remind the Zone Commanders, Zone Administrators and Area Air
Deputies that we have appreciation certificates or plaques available to be given out to a
deserving member, person or company who has done something to enhance your local
operations. This could be for the member who brings donuts to every SAREX or
whatever. It will mean a lot to them to receive the recognition, send your request in to me
at pepair.casara@gmail.com. Pick up PEP Air Form #016 from any AAD or from a table
during a SAREX or ground school meeting, fill it out and send it in (or download from
the web site www.embc-air.org). This form is not just to report a safety item but can also
be used to send along accolades.
The military Search Master Assistant Course is being held in Sydney, Nova Scotia in
early April. We will have a candidate Jan Madsen from SW on this course and for the
first time we will also have Brian Dunham there as Directing Staff. Congratulations to
both of you for being chosen for this.
Have a great and safe spring and summer everyone. Thank you to each and everyone of
you for your dedication and time to PEP Air.

‘That Others May Live'
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Winter in Kelowna proved to be very taxing on our flying exercises with snow, sleet or simply
heavy rain and low clouds as well as valley fog that kept us grounded. We are now ready for our
spring weather to get back in the skies to become more skilled in our spotting and navigation
skills. Nevertheless, we did continue with our classroom sessions. One of our sessions during
the winter consisted of dealing with survival. One interesting gadget was a simple fire starter
that is light and can be carried in your pocket, also, a paracord survival bracelet. One of our
members, Linda, volunteered to invite a Scout leader come in and assist us. With the assistance
of Scout leaders Mike and Steph as well as two Venturers, Nolan and Colette, our members
enthusiastically made their own paracord bracelets.
Babs Tarasiuk
Kelowna
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Dave Taylor, Zone Commander
CASARA Yellowknife

n The Thick Of It!!!

Recently the Yellowknife airport went on alert for a
possible crashed aircraft. The Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre (JRCC) in Trenton was notified and a C130
Hercules rescue aircraft may have been put on standby.
Why did they go on alert and raise the alarm? Because an
Electronic Locator Transmitter signal was suddenly being
received at the airport. This was backed-up by a partial signal being received by the COSPASS-SARSAT
satellite emergency monitoring system. This is the system that monitors for the 406 MHz signals that are
broadcast by Personal Locator Beacons (PLB - used by individuals), Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRB - used by ships) and Electronic Locator Transmitters (ELT - used by aircraft). The
aircraft frequency signal was being received at the airport but the full radio message that contains a
location and serial number was not being received by the satellites. This left the Canadian search and
rescue system aware that someone might be in trouble, but not sure exactly where or who it might be. The
response to this kind of situation is to deploy rescue personnel and equipment to deal with an anticipated
emergency situation while attempting to determine the beacon location.
Another part of the response is to attempt to eliminate easily resolved distress signals by deploying local
resources. The Yellowknife airport fire fighters were tasked to search the airport property visually and
electronically for a distressed (or non-distressed aircraft). The Civil Air Search and Rescue Association
was also tasked to conduct a similar search around the airport and within the city.
As more information trickled in to the JRCC the alert was slowly scaled back and emergency response
personnel and equipment put back on standby. The airport fire crews reported that there was no ELT
broadcasting at the airport. Then CASARA reported that the signal had been isolated to an area between
two roads where there were no aircraft, ships or distressed people.

Continued on page 13.
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Sydney Nova Scotia
SAR Awareness Event

Fred Sampson
Webmaster
CASARA Nova Scotia

CASARA Sydney members hosted a public outreach
event at the Port Hawkesbury Airport as a way of
increasing awareness of the organization and to
promote aviation safety. The event included
information tables describing CASARA’s role, equipment
displays, a training video, a CASARA aircraft, homing
demonstrations using electronic direction finding
equipment, as well as a flight simulator. There was also
a free barbeque for all guests.

Tim Morrissey demonstrating to members
of the community how we use our
equipment to locate distress beacons.

Here is Reg MacEachen, “the man
at the grill”. Reg spent the day
making sure that all attending the
event were not hungry. CASARA
Sydney provided free hotdogs,
hamburgers, and drinks for all that
attended the event.

Continued on next page.

Nova Scotia - Continued from previous page.
Jerome Murrin demonstrates how
the flight simulator works. Jerome
was kept quite busy all day with
children and adults alike wanting to
try out the simulator. The children
here were just two of the many that
were entertained as Jerome
coached them in the operation of
the flight simulator.
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Pilot Gerry Langille (looking in plane)
and navigator Jim Sophocleous made
sure that all attending the event, could
see the plane that CASARA Sydney
uses for search and rescue up-close.

442 Squadron held their SAREX in

Kamloops in February and invited PEP Air
to participate. It was a quite exciting event,
442 did a great job of involving us in a joint
training exercise.

It was, for us in PEP Air Kamloops, a large
number of individual events to participate in.
We had a few military spotter qualification
flights for both Kamloops and Penticton
members. There were two flights to do ELT
homings and a call-in for the 442 Cormorant
to a “crash” scene after which our aircraft
then proceeded to a distant location and
declared it was “lost.” The Cormorant then
homed our radio signal, found us, and guided
us back to CYKA. Several of our members
had the opportunity to fly as observers on
both day-time and night-time flights on both
the Cormorant and Buffalo. During a nighttime flight our members watched as flares
were deployed. They also had a chance to use
military night-vision goggles. Very exciting!
And lastly, we played “victims" of a major
air crash. The “crash” involved actually
borrowing the cockpit of a wrecked Cessna
and full, very gory, make-up designed to
closely mimic particular injuries — with
instructions of acting out your assigned
injury. Photos have been posted to this site:
https://www.icloud.com/sharedalbum/#B
08JEsNWnJpepqw
It was a very busy and exciting few days!

Kamloops SAREX

2016

Alan Fedorak as an observer at the start
of a night rescue practice in the Buffalo.

Steve Van Wagoner, Area Air Deputy
PEP Air/CASARA, Kamloops
airsar@icloud.com
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More photos of the Kamloops SAREX
from Steve Van Wagoner
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The Cormorant’s flight engineer guides
the pilot in for a landing to rescue an
“injured” Rocky Mountain Ranger.
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After being made up, Frank Smith
was told he had an easy part to play,
“You’re the dead guy.”
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Golden GSAR Requests PEP Air

Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer &
Cranbrook GSAR

View of the Rockies
from C-FHLT

On March 19th a Golden wildlife photographer did not return home and a search was initiated. A crew from Cranbrook
searched for the missing photographer near Golden on Sunday March 20th. The crew consisted of pilot Dan Shynuk,
navigator Allister Pedersen and spotters Paul Willis and Ben Hark. The Cranbrook air SAR crew flew to Golden in
C-FHLT to assist Golden GSAR members in their search. The notable thing about this search was that, until this tasking,
Golden GSAR had never requested PEP Air assistance. At the East & West Kootenay GSAR Managers Regional
Workshop in January all GSAR managers were encouraged to consider the role PEP Air might play in mutual aid and to
participate in an awareness presentation.
The Golden GSAR manager was impressed with our overall response.
Our response was also to include Robert Mclean as SC, a second search
aircraft from Creston and a High Bird out of Golden but that was never
put in place because the subject was located by a commercial chopper
ferrying guests to a ski lodge near Golden and we were stood down. As
a result of this tasking Cranbrook PEP Air have agreed to do an
awareness presentation for Golden GSAR as soon as tests are
completed on Cranbrook's new VHF FM radio kit so we can
demonstrate our improved comms with GSAR.

ForeFlight track of Golden Search

The second notable event for this tasking related to the all-important
map availability issue. The Cranbrook crew departed before they had a
specific tasking directly from the Golden GSAR Manager. During the
hour-long transit flight from Cranbrook to Golden the GSAR Manager
contacted the nav by cell phone and suggested two specific search
areas. The nav determined that the 1:250000 maps onboard did not offer
the necessary detail to execute a road search along Kinbasket Lake.
Although many 1:50000 topo maps had been downloaded to the PEP
Air iPad (using WiFi) none were available for the area suggested by the

Continued on next page.
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Record time from Certification Flight to First Tasking!

Cranbrook Spotter
Paul Willis with
C-FHLT.

Although there was never any doubt, new spotter Paul
Willis successfully completed his certification flight in
Cranbrook on January 24. Immediately after the
certification flight, while Dan Shynuk was re-fueling
FHLT and Paul and I were walking back to our SHQ,
my cell phone rang. The Caller ID indicated “GSAR
Callout”. I called the SAR Manager, Nick Bedwell, to
tell him I was not immediately available to respond to
the GSAR SHQ and asked him if an aircraft could
assist. Nick wanted to know how long it would take to
get a crew flying and I responded with, “about 5-10
minutes”. So, within one minute (one second?) of
concluding his certification flight, Paul Willis was off
on his first tasking which took us into the Wildhorse
River area of the Rockies looking for a vehicle that had
been honking “SOS”. Cranbrook PEP Air and
Cranbrook-Kimberley GSAR responded along with
two RCMP dog handlers. Nothing conclusive was
found aside from evidence that a vehicle had been stuck
in the area but got out on its own.

Golden Search - Continued from previous page.
GSAR Manager which was well outside the area expected to be covered from Cranbrook. The solution, download the maps
“on-the-fly” while we were in Telus LTE cellular coverage on the way to Golden. We used the free David Crawshay app and
downloaded the free NRCan topo maps. The data charges were $15 for about a dozen maps. Each map downloaded very
quickly. The iPad and ForeFlight were also used to record the search track which was later provided to the GSAR Manager
in kml format which opens in Google Earth (rather than in Ozi format which isn't used much by GSAR). The iPad and the
downloaded 1:50000 maps were priceless for this back road search.

“Did you know that just ONE
mistake on a form (say for
instance, a Mission Form)
will result in THIRTEEN
modifications in CMS!”

Kathy does the
labourious and time
consuming task of
updating CMS at ZBB.
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Pat McSorley, Deputy
Provincial Training Officer
giving a talk at a recent
ZBB training day.
This information sheet (below) is being
distributed to EMBC GSAR Team
Leaders with the intent of increasing the
awareness of PEP Air's capabilities
regarding air support to GSAR
operations. PEP Air has light aircraft,
trained pilots, navigators and spotters in
many locations throughout the province.
PEP Air is a member of the national level
Civil Air Search and Rescue Association
(CASARA).
As one of EMBC's Public Safety Lifeline
Volunteer organizations, PEP Air can be
requested by GSAR to assist in a missing
person search. PEP Air is tasked by the
ECC in Victoria. GSAR Managers can
simply contact the ECC to determine if
there is a PEP Air unit near to their
search area. GSAR Search HQ setup checklists could perhaps
be amended to include querying the availability of PEP Air to
participate in the search.
PEP Air also assists the air force with missing aircraft
searches in BC. The spotters are trained in effective visual
scanning techniques and the pilots and navigators are
proficient in maintaining accurate search patterns. PEP
Air can provide valuable search capabilities in support
of GSAR, especially when snowmobiles/ATVs/back
country hikers/trekkers are missing in remote terrain.
Also, airborne searches are very effective for spotting
boaters missing from vessels on large bodies of
water. As police helicopters are not always
available, PEP Air gives the GSAR Manager an
extra avenue to airborne support.
Ideally, during PEP Air participation in a GSAR
search, a PEP Air Liaison Officer (LO) could be
deployed to the search HQ with an aeronautical
band radio to facilitate the aircraft's tasking.
However, if this is not possible, most PEP Air
units have (or are procuring) portable radios
that are compatible with GSAR frequencies.
GSAR Managers are encouraged to utilize
PEP Air resources during missing persons
searches.

Pat McSorley
Deputy Provincial Training Officer
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The Good Old Days

as seen by C. Pachal
Part 7 (last in a series)

time was a CASARA Executive.
The first budget presented to CASARA was a contribution of
$400,000 from the Department of National Defence and
$400,000 from Transport Canada. In succeeding years the
CASARA budget was to be split 50/50 between DND and
Transport Canada. (This agreement was discontinued in later years
as Transport Canada refused to make a contribution.)

The $800,000 which was to be divided by all twelve MO's
according to a set formula, was reduced by approximately
$130,000 for the annual insurance coverage. It should be noted
that this policy only allowed for a certain number of flying
hours, any hours above this amount would have an additional
cost. (This insurance company and its broker were terminated
in the third year of operation)
This policy did not apply to any other CASARA operations which
was authorized by any provincial organizations, the provinces
had to pay an additional premium for this coverage. This was
eventually changed with the new insurance broker which
included the additional provincial/territory operations.

Charles Pachal joined the RCAF in
1942 and retired from the Canadian
Armed Forces in 1970. He served as
CASARA National President for six
years and has been a member of
PEP Air for over forty-three years.

REFLECTION OF EARLY CASARA YEARS
Chuck Pachal, Past President

It is now thirty years since the formation of the
Civil Air Search and Rescue Association
(CASARA). How things have changed in those
thirty years to accomplish what is probably the
finest civilian search and rescue operation in
the world. This was not the situation in the
early years, let's say between 1986 to 1989.
At the inaugural meeting in Ottawa attended by
many officials including Transport Canada,
Department of National Defence, CASARA’s first
Board of Directors, interpreters and local media
as well as some visitors, were introduced to the
CASARA concept. Some policies were outlined
as well as insurance details. Also elected at this

During the first couple of Directors' meetings the voting
privileges of the MOs was for every member, you had one vote,
in other words BC had approximately 1,700 members,
therefore 1,700 votes; Alberta had approximately 1,500
members, therefore 1,500 votes. Other MOs such has PEI
possibly had fewer than twenty votes. BC and Alberta therefore
could control the CASARA operation. At a later meeting BC
introduced a motion that each MO would receive one vote no
matter on what the numbers of volunteers were; BC has ever
since regretted this action.
The annual budget, although for CASARA training and
administration was completely controlled by the CASARA
Liaison Officer (the CLO is a member of the Canadian Armed
Forces) who decided who and when and what the funds were
to be used for. It has been rumoured there were occasions
when the funds were used for other purposes. This
arrangement was very unpopular with the volunteers who
resented that a paid military person had control over them.
CASARA at this time was on a collision course for dismantling.
In years 1988-1989 BC, with the co-operation of the then L/Col
(DOAT-5) of the military, began a restructuring of CASARA,
namely a new executive portfolio with the intention of hiring a
paid administrator. The executive in place today is still the
same as then. BC along with DOAT-5 and a Transport Canada

Continued on next page.
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Charles Pachal
Continued from previous page.
representative interviewed candidates
throughout Canada and a successful candidate
was hired and a CASARA office was opened up at
air force headquarters in Winnipeg. At this time
CASARA was given control of all of its
responsibilities, funding, training, administration
and operations.
To this day CASARA has never looked back but as
stated previously, progressed to probably the
best organized civilian force in air search and
rescue operations.

Spitfire (From the internet).

Frank Smith and Orvin Walden
(third and second from right) with
the Cormorant crew and newsman
at the February Kamloops SAREX.
Photo: Steve Van Wagoner
Dave Taylor - Continued from page 4.
Yes the city's solid waste facility. Since the beacon was still transmitting it still had to be located. It isn't
sufficient to pinpoint the location, the transmitter must be shut off so it doesn't continue to generate alerts on the
airport and satellite monitoring systems. The job of locating it fell to the CASARA volunteers. Fortunately the
transmitter was located in the pile of freshly bailed garbage that had just recently been dumped and was not
deeply buried making the final locating and disabling a relatively simple matter.
In this case the non-emergency broadcasting device was shut down with only minor disruption to the day of no
more than two dozen people and the out-of-pocket expense was relatively minor. However, it could easily have
been a much larger waste of search and rescue funds, equipment, staff and volunteers. According to JRCC this
type of non-emergency has occurred twenty-seven times since 2005 causing over forty-seven aircraft hours to be
flown on twelve of those incidents.
If you have an old emergency broadcast device of any kind please dispose of it responsibly. Remove the battery
before discarding it. If you are unable to do that yourself have someone do it for you.
http://smartpilot.ca/maintenance/maintenance-articles/49-maintenance/maintenance-articles/124-properdisposal-of-elt-s
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Do you have a
photo you’d
like to show?
Send it along!
Mt. Baker by Doug Barry (ZBB)

W/O Dave Knubley giving a talk on survival to
ZBB members recently. Photo: Trevor Black

Photo: Trevor Black - ZBB
Photo: Doug Barry - ZBB

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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Nova Scotia

Beacon From
Stranded Ship Found
Fred Sampson, CASARA Nova Scotia Webmaster

CASARA members from Sydney, Nova Scotia,
Zone 8, found a beacon which was originally
aboard the former Great Lakes freighter “MV
Miner”. The ship was being towed from Montreal
to Turkey, to be cut up for scrap when the tow
line snapped during a gale. The 230 metre bulk
carrier ran aground on the shores of Scaterie
Island off Cape Breton on September 20, 2011, it
stayed there for almost three years before
dismantling and removal began. During the
removal, some of the material was taken ashore
MV Miner on the rocks. and
buried in a landfill in Port Morien, Nova
Scotia. This beacon was accidentally buried along
with the same material. It is believed that a piece of heavy equipment on the site
may be the culprit that set off the beacon, as it was driving over the location where
the beacon was buried. The beacon went off and its signal was picked up by a high
flying aircraft passing overhead, which reported it to JRCC in Halifax. JRCC
contacted CASARA Sydney and members were dispatched to look for it. Within
hours the beacon was located, disarmed and reported to be found to JRCC Halifax.
CASARA Sydney members with the
beacon: ( Front) Olivier Beyer,
Jerome Murrin (Back) Jim
Sophocleous, Roger Cormier, Fred
Sampson
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Chuck Henderson
Provincial Safety Officer

The skiers among us may be happy to have a few more weeks of
downhill but the rest of us are glad to see the arrival of spring,
in the valley bottoms that is. Don't let your guard down, it's
still winter at higher elevations and you can still run into
airframe icing and poor visibility due to snow showers.
We have also had this season's first thunder storms
so be careful out there.
By now you should have filled out this year's
annual CASARA Application and its attached
Medical Self Declaration. It should be noted that by signing this declaration you are declaring that you can meet
the Class #3 Aviation Medical standard (Private Pilot). This standard is in place to assure your fellow crew
members that an undeclared medical issue will not put them, or you, at risk. The onus is on you to be sure you
meet this standard should you wish to be an aircrew member.
It's a good time to do a spring clean-up of your aircraft. Time to vacuum the old flies and cobwebs from your
aircraft and give her a good cleaning. It's also a good time to open up that survival kit and refresh some of the
old granola bars, fire starter, and other perishables. How about doing that at the next SAREX and showing your
fellow aviators just what you are carrying in that oft ignored package that resides in the baggage compartment.
How about doing your first aid kit too. Should be good for some discussion, I'm sure you will get lots of ideas on
what to carry in those kits.
An issue has come up regarding the requirement to carry an ELT on board your aircraft. In certain circumstances
it is legal to fly without an ELT on board. This raises the safety issue and we are working on a Safety Bulletin
that will deal with this issue. For the interim it is the Zone Commander's responsibility to decide whether or not
to task an aircraft on a mission when the ELT has been removed. Such taskings should not be over remote areas
where there is little or no radio contact. If another ELT equipped aircraft is available then consideration should
be given to using it instead. Pilots are asked to keep your ZC/AAD advised if the ELT has been removed.
Zone Commanders are reminded to have their oxygen cylinders checked to see if they require their five year
hydrostatic test. All high pressure cylinders carried aboard are required by Airworthiness Notice B067, Edition
1 – 3, June 2003 to be checked every five years. This includes hand held fire extinguishers.
New SAR Boards are being printed and distributed to all ZCs, SCs, and AADs. It should be noted that the
"Missed Communications" procedures have been revised and it is incumbent on all to be aware of the new
policy.
A big Thank You to Henry Ilg for his service as our Provincial Training Officer and a welcome to Kym Trask,
as our new PTO. I look forward to working with him. That's all for now!
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Winter Survival Course
in

Brendan Walsh

A thank you to our CASARA Liaison Officers Major Brian
Provincial Training Officer
Myrah and W/O Sean MacEachern from 413 Squadron
St.John’s, Newfoundland
(Greenwood, Nova Scotia) for organizing and providing this
invaluable training session. Also thank you to Minette
LeDrew, Deputy Zone Commander for CYYT, for providing a synopsis of the
training session. Plus a thank you to CASARA member Maurice Murphy for providing
access to his property where the training took place.
Members participating: Steve Corcoran, Minette LeDrew, Maurice Murphy, John Smith, Tina
Smith and Larry Wall along with the two instructors Major Brian Myrah and W/O Sean
MacEachern.
Our instructors Major Myrah and W/O MacEachern, arrived on Friday, February 19th and
were directed by Maurice Murphy to the training area. When the CASARA YYT members
arrived Saturday morning at 1000 hours they were shown examples of shelters and then put
to work constructing shelters of their own. The instructors gave information on how to get
the most use out of their supplies such as efficient use of rope and how to tie various knots
to be as efficient as possible. Major Myah and WO MacEachern showed the group how to
build a signal fire and how to position the camp fire to get maximum warmth from the fire
into the shelter. The training was also a good time to check and evaluate individual survival
gear. Various topics were discussed such as the importance of staying with the camp if a
person becomes stranded and the psychology of accepting your situation and not giving up

Holy Smoke, its Tina and John Smith!
Continued on next page.
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Newfoundland - Continued from previous page.

Larry Wall and Steve Corcoran.

Left to right: Major Bria
n Myrh,
Tina Smith, W/O Sean
MacEachern
and John Smith.

Minette
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I

love going up as a spotter on the
CASARA practice flights, in part
because it gives me an opportunity
to ride with pilots who really
know what they're doing. Being a
spotter has given me an
appreciation for the problems of
how to spot something of interest,
how to describe a location and
what you're looking at. Just saying
"over there, behind the tree!" sure
doesn't cut it. It's a big world out
there.
I come from a sailing background
and own a Mirage 26 sailboat
which I've had for fourteen years.
I've taken it on many adventures
with our small yacht club (Stamps
Landing YC). We monitor VHF
channel 16, the "Hailing &
Distress" frequency. Hardly a day
goes by in summer when one
doesn't hear a call for help. The
Coast Guard always ascertains the
important details, such as name,
size, make of the vessel,
description, number of persons on
board, sea state, and whether
they're in any immediate
danger…and most of all, an
accurate position. Not everyone
has a GPS on board - or knows
how to use it. I've overheard
conversations where someone is
getting out the user manual for the
first time, or given coordinates (or
what they thought were
coordinates) which placed their
boat somewhere in the middle of
Oregon.
Similarly, describing one's
position relative to known
landmarks is not as easy as you
might think. One might think they
are close to Point Atkinson
Lighthouse, and yet still be a mile
away. A mile east? West? South?

Its hard to tell one from another. I once had to rendezvous with
a fellow boater whose engine had broken down. From the
water, scanning with binoculars, it was almost impossible to
tell which boat was the right one. Having the presence of mind
to give accurate, useful descriptions of your position is critical.
On another occasion, I was sailing past the west side of Anvil
Island in Howe Sound, a very pretty area, but not many boats

“They all look the same!” - Sean.
venture that way. I passed fairly close to a small trailerable
power boat, and noticed all four people on board were standing
up and waving their arms. They were trying to communicate
something more than just "Hello Sailor", I thought! Upon
coming alongside, they said their engine wouldn't start, and
they had no VHF radio, and no cell phone reception in that
area. Their boat was too big for me to try taking it in tow (with
my little 8 HP engine), so I radioed the Coast Guard on their
behalf.
Thinking of the things the Coast Guard would want to know,
and also appreciating the need for brevity on the radio (as pilots
and controllers also appreciate), I quickly communicated the
exact nature of the situation: accurate position, type of vessel,
number of persons on board, sea state, no immediate danger,
requiring a tow.
Last September, some friends of mine were on their boat at
anchor in Buccaneer Bay, in the Thormanby Islands along the

Continued on next page.
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It would assist me g
reatly if, when send
ing in articles
that you NOT have
any photos embedd
ed in the
document as I have
to take the photos o
ut, usually do a
bit of massaging an
d cropping in Photo
shop. Then
more likely than not
I have to resize them
to fit in and
around articles, then
finally caption them
.
I would much prefer
you send the text
on its own, accomp
anied by stand
alone photos, with ca
ptions!
Many thanks,
The Editor

Sean - Continued from previous page.
Sunshine Coast. I wanted to go flight-seeing up that way, so I filed a flight plan, and called my friends
before taking off to ascertain again their position. Reply: Middle of the bay, amongst all the other
anchored boats. Hmm, well, I know their boat, maybe I can spot it from the air. Less than forty minutes
from ZBB, I'm orbiting over Buccaneer Bay at 1,500'. Plenty of boats to be sure, but do you think I
could tell one from another? My spotter skills are being put to the test! Pretty easy to pick out the one
boat with a sail up, and even a floatplane down there - but after that, they all look the same! Only
afterwards when we could look at the pictures could my friends point out which boat was theirs. I
knew their boat well of course, but from 1,500' the fine details like "Type: Islander", "Length: 30 feet",
and "Blue dodger" tend to get lost, and of course almost all sailboats have a white hull and a mast! The
giveaway clue was that they had a dinghy tied off the back end of their boat at the time, which
eliminated most of the other boats seen there.
This little informal exercise certainly gave me an appreciation for the difficulties in both spotting, and
also describing a position, even on a beautiful calm day when one may think they know perfectly well
where they are! (and sipping a G&T, no doubt!)

Cheers!

Sean Smith has been a spotter with the CASARA-ZBB for the past
two years. He is also a private pilot with just over 150 hours.
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SAREX 2015

Edie Ives
Nanaimo

Our Nanaimo crew (CF-BXA) landed at CFB Comox full of excitement and expectations for the coming week of
competitions and were directed to park at the Air Cadet hangar. Other aircraft arrived from Yellowknife, Edmonton,
and Vernon (a total of four CASARA). Every CASARA crew was provided with a rental vehicle, this proved
especially useful because our accommodation was located at the Old House Village Hotel in Courtenay and the
poor flying weather caused numerous cancellations and much shuttle driving.
Over four hundred SAREX participants (CF, Canadian and US Coast Guard, media, CASARA) attended a mass
briefing in the 442 Transport hangar on Monday morning. The base commander of CFB Comox gave a warm
welcome followed by numerous briefings on safety, security, base operations, and a preview of the upcoming
SAREX; it was gratifying to hear CASARA mentioned during his briefing. Jim Spencer (Nanaimo Air Deputy) was
designated as the CASARA Search Coordinator in the SHQ at the 442 Transport hangar. Captain Bob Evans
(CASARA Liaison Officer, 442 Sqn) became our main contact with SHQ.
A glance at the weather forecast promised a
week of marginal VFR and IFR weather,
aircraft were occasionally grounded and it
became necessary to modify some
competitions, safety was always the primary
concern. Tuesday, we were tasked as High
Bird. The search area was centred along Buttle
Lake (49 42.5 N, 125 33.5 W; located west of
Campbell River and is about sixteen miles
long and less than half a mile wide in many
places) and included up to twenty targets. It is
surrounded by steep mountainous terrain with
many peaks of more than 5,000 feet. High Bird
flying at 8,500 feet relayed messages between
the Cormorant, Buffalo and other CASARA
search aircraft.
CASARA members were encouraged to
observe, and in some cases participate in the
Howard Coram, Edie Ives and Jon Laird at the “crash site”. military competitions. We were given tours of
the 442 Squadron facilities and the SARtech
training facility. Some of our members flew on the C130 Hercules to Port Hardy and Port McNeil to assist with and
observe a couple of simulated emergencies. Each CASARA team also took part in a ground ELT search exercise.
Our Nanaimo CASARA team had just started its ground ELT exercise when Jim Spencer called to say there was an
actual ELT signal reported near 407 hanger. Our team thought it was all part of the exercise, our judge was as
bewildered as we were and accompanied us to the hangar. We traced the signal for a while then it suddenly stopped,
though we had agreed it was likely the Sea King helicopter warming up farther out on the tarmac. One of the Sea
King's crew came over and confirmed that it was in fact their aircraft; they had been testing their ELT earlier and it
failed to shut off. There was also a little excitement for our judge as we located the ELT but it was not quite where
he had placed it! Someone had moved it and left a cryptic note for him. The week culminated with a simulated
airplane crash in a campground. The scenario was a good example of civilians and the military working together.
CASARA officials made the bold decision to average the scores of the CASARA aircraft that were able to fly
during the patches of VFR weather. Those average scores were then applied to all CASARA aircraft so that crews
grounded due to weather were not penalized, as a result, much of the final scores were determined by ground
competitions, search planning, and launch preparations.

Continued on next page.
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The Desert Sun (webpage) by Denise Goolsby
82-year-old CASARA
member Allan McNeely
celebrated the sixtieth
anniversary of his first
flight by flying in a
1943 Stearman in
Palm Desert.

Allan on the left, with
Stearman owner and U.S.
Navy vet, Tom Ackland at
Bermuda Dunes Airport.

Allan trained with the
RCAF (from 1955 to
1964), initially on the
Harvard, then
operationally on the
CF-100 Canuck
interceptor with
428 “Ghost” Squadron
in Ottawa. He retired in
1954 as a Flight
Lieutenant. He currently
flies a Cardinal 177 or
Cessna 172, and has
done so for many years
with CASARA in BC.

Comox SAREX - Continued from previous page.
The closing banquet on Friday evening was held at the Comox Lake Fish and Game Club. It was a packed hall of
camouflage military uniforms mixed with orange SARtech flight suits and CASARA shirts. The fellowship
between all members of the SAR community was visible at every table. A particular moment of pride came when
the head table announced the awarding of the Master's North American Trophy to the Civil Air Search and
Rescue Association. The award recognizes outstanding, enduring, and meritorious contribution to search and
rescue in Canada. Our CASARA members at the banquet were a little humbled by the standing ovation we
received from the military. At the end of a long but exciting evening, Brian Bishop (Newfoundland CASARA)
announced the winning CASARA team, it was our team from Nanaimo: John Lamb (pilot), Howard Coram
(navigator), Edie Ives and Jon Laird (spotters). We especially want to acknowledge the professionalism of all the
CASARA crews in safely adapting to difficult mountain flying conditions and challenging coastal weather. Many
new friendships military and civil, were renewed and made over our SAREX week.
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Our very own SARtech
Dave Knubley giving a survival
lecture to ZBB members, and
demonstrating the latest in
survival gear fashion!

Photo: Henry Ilg - ZBB

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
to me,
m
e
h
t
d
wonderful but they should be
en
ticles, s k at
r
a
r
o
f
g
captioned. Write them, get them to
Blac
Lookin
Trevor shaw.ca
me and I’ll do the rest.
chley@
fin

The deadline for the next issue is July 31

